Research Impact and Performance Highlights 2020–2021

407 peer-reviewed publications

79% of faculty hold tri-agency funding

$19M of external funding

$4.7M (24.4%) from BIO/CB

$4.4M (22.7%) from MCB

$8.0M (42.1%) from HHNS

$2.0M (10.8%) from IB

$4.6M in NSERC funding

$2.3M in CIHR funding

1 New Early Researcher Award
1 New Royal Society of Canada Fellow
2 Research Leadership Chairs

1 Research Excellence Award
5 Current Canada Research Chairs

College of Biological Science
58 distinctive organizations provide funding support

77% of graduate students are satisfied with their supervision

132 graduate students entered the college

421 total graduate students enrolled

129 graduate students graduated

$2.8M in scholarships awarded to graduate students

$5M of college research investments

23% of graduate students hold a major scholarship

16 faculty conduct SoTL research